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WHO WE ARE

SPONSORSHIP WITH WVC

WVC is a non-profit organization with an 88-year legacy. Our mission is to provide the highest quality 
year-round continuing education (CE) to veterinary health care professionals by engaging recognized 
authorities to deliver valuable information utilizing innovative and effective methodologies to enhance 
animal and human health worldwide.

WVC is dedicated to providing quality continuing education to the veterinary community through an array  
of learning styles and environments, so every event conducted is an engaging and valuable learning 
experience.

WVC offers sponsorship and advertising 
opportunities that put you in front of the people 
that matter most. Our sponsors and partners 
gain exposure to veterinary professionals who 
are passionate about the care they provide and 
the success of their practice.

From intimate learning environments to 
thousands of eyes at the Annual Conference, 
sponsorship of WVC courses and programs  
offer a unique opportunity to inform about  
your brand and products.

YEAR-ROUND CE OPPORTUNITIES
ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
The WVC Annual Conference is one of the 
largest, most influential gatherings of veterinary 
professionals in the world, providing in-demand 
speakers, compelling symposia and hands-on  
labs. Over five days, participants select from more 
than 1,000 CE hours, meet with 500+ exhibitors,  
and enjoy world-class accommodations and 
restaurants, in the entertainment capital  
of the world: Las Vegas, Nevada.

HANDS-ON LABS AT OQUENDO CENTER 
Learn and practice the latest medical techniques with 
guidance from the most in-demand instructors, at the 
state-of-the-art Oquendo Center. From ultrasound 
to endoscopy, dentistry and orthopedic surgery, WVC 
offers more than 30 courses throughout the year.

ON THE ROAD 
Attend a comprehensive, full-day of high-quality 
education without taking much time away from your 
busy practice. Spend six hours with highly-respected 
instructors, earn required CE hours and enjoy 
complimentary breakfast and lunch during each 
course, all in your own backyard.

CAREER BUILDING 
Grow your career and your practice with specialty  
courses developed for the changing industry: 
Speaker Enhancement, Women's Veterinary Summit 
and Veterinary Technician's Symposium.

DESTINATION CE (NEW IN 2017) 
Experience CE in unique locations around the world 
with WVC: commencing with a Cruise to Alaska 
August 4–11, 2017, with additional locations to be 
announced. Learn. Relax. Enjoy.

ABOUT US
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"Excellent lab! I feel much more confident about 
performing endoscopy at my clinic now.” 
— Upper GI Endoscopy Lab Participant

“I feel like I learned so much. The hands on  
labs and closeness with the instructors made  
it easy to ask questions and learn.” 
— Veterinary Technician Symposium Participant

“The CE is wonderful, great variety.  
Exhibit hall is enormous. Everything is  
here. Beautifully well-organized.” 
— Annual Conference Participant

“I hope WVC will have more courses like  
this in the southeast. I like the one-day  
short course format.” 
— On the Road Memphis Participant

“I wish we would have had this in veterinary  
school. We all need to know the best ways to 
communicate, especially in veterinary medicine.  
Very valuable experience.” 
— Speaker Enhancement Participant

THE NUMBERS: 2016 VETERINARY PROFESSIONALS

PARTICIPANTS SAY

at On The Road at focused  
career-building eventsin intimate  

Hands-on Labs
at Annual  

Conference

ABOUT US
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VETERINARY  
ATTENDANCE  
I N C R E A S E D

IN 2016*
 15%

IN 2016*
 10%
O V E R A L L  
ATTENDANCE  
I N C R E A S E D

CONFERENCE STATS

PARTICIPANTS SAY

“Always a side  
variety of classes  

to take and usually  
classes are of a  
high standard."

“Great amount of current  
topic information. Great 
discussion about future  
trends and medications.  
More to do than time to  

do it. I like that.”

“Love the vendors. Good  
practical educational  
sessions. I have been  

coming on and off  
since the 80s.”

“WVC is a well- 
managed conference.  

It is easy to get to  
lectures and there  
are many choices.  

The lecturers are the  
best in our profession.”

"A lot of outside  
activities to keep  
you engaged and I  
love that WVC is  

putting more  
opportunities out  

there for Vet Techs."

“The CE is wonderful,  
great variety. Exhibit  

hall is enormous.  
Everything is here.  

  Beautifully well-organized.”

*Based on those responding 10–8 from a scale of 1–10.

*Compared to 87th Annual Conference

85% OF CONFERENCE  
SURVEY PARTICIPANTS 
ARE EXTREMELY  
LIKELY OR LIKELY

to recommend attending the  
WVC Annual Conference to a friend.*

ANNUAL CONFERENCE
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SPONSORSHIP

DEADLINES

CONTACT

The WVC Annual Conference provides direct exposure for your message, product and brand, to veterinary 
professionals who are passionate about the care they provide and the success of their practice.

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS ARE DEFINED AND CALCULATED BASED ON DIRECT AND INDIRECT SPONSORSHIP:

• Direct sponsorships are funds provided by Exhibitors as direct support for specific WVC events  
or services benefiting attendees. (Ex: Bus service, charging stations, session tracks)

• Indirect sponsorships are events or services that occur at WVC but are provided directly by the sponsor  
to the attendees. (Ex: Dollars spent on Industry Breakfast/Lunch Seminars, and Cyber Café)

• Sponsoring companies receive priority points. Priority points are important when selecting exhibit hall space 
and provide the sponsor the ability to receive priority when applying for symposia and other events.  
Sponsors receive two (2) priority points for every $500 spent on sponsorships.

• WVC reserves the right to review and approve all sponsorship items before they are released to attendees.

• Right of First Refusal Opens   July 1, 2016
• Materials Due     October 31, 2016
• Advertising Materials Due     December 2, 2016

Michele Wayne
Business Development Specialist
E: m.wayne@wvc.org
T: 702.443.9243

WVC
2425 E. Oquendo Road
Las Vegas, NV 89120

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Sponsorship payment will be due and payable no later than 30 days from receipt of invoice. 
Sponsor may cancel the Sponsorship Order in writing; however, sponsor agrees to the following refund schedule:

• 90% Refund = 120 – 91 days before the first day of the Conference
• 75% Refund = 61 – 90 days before the first day of the Conference
• 50% Refund = 31 – 60 days before the first day of the Conference
• No Refund = less than 30 days before the first day of the Conference

Please refer to the WVC Sponsorship Agreement for more information on requirements and limitations. 2016 Sponsors 
will receive the right of first refusal for the same previously sponsored item at the WVC 89th Annual Conference. It is 
requested that 2016 Sponsors contact WVC to reserve or renew previously sponsored items by July 1, 2016.
Note: Payment and refund terms may be different for sponsorship and advertising items outside of the Annual Conference.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE
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Sponsorship Item Amount Status 2016 
Sponsor Description

5K Fun Run  $5,000 Co-Sponsored Open WVC's 5K Fun Run is a popular and anticipated event, open to all  
Conference participants, non-participants and guests.

Backpack Call for      
Details Exclusive Merial As the exclusive sponsor of the Conference backpack, participants will  

carry and display your brand throughout the show. 

Bus Service 
(Conference Hotels)

Call for      
Details Exclusive Open An opportunity to provide custom headrests, bus wrapping, and brand ambassadors  

to be seen for five days by participants, and everyone on The Strip.

Bus Service (Airport) Call for      
Details Exclusive Open An opportunity to provide custom headrests, bus wrapping, and brand ambassadors  

to be seen for three days by participants, and to and from the airport.

Cell Phone  
Charging Stations  $16,000 Exclusive Elanco Charging pods allow participants to lock up their phones and tablets and pick  

them up later. Pods will be branded with your logo and message.

Coffee Breaks  $15,000 
(per day) Exclusive Bayer The most frequent request we receive is to provide free coffee! You will be the hero  

of the Conference and can brand the coffee station as well as cups and napkins. 

Concert at House of Blues 
(Tuesday Night)

Call for      
Details

Non Exclusive  
(5 sponsors) Open WVC, with input from the sponsor will provide high-quality musical entertainment for 

participants.

Connections  
Cyber Center  $10,000 Exclusive Open

Collect kudos for bringing Internet stations to participants. While at the Cyber Center, 
participants have the ability to check email, print boarding passes, browse the Internet, and 
network with colleagues on the Connections Online Forum.

Digtal Signage Sponsor Call for      
Details Exclusive Open Branded digital signage in select locations throughout Mandalay Bay Convention Center.

DVM Student Reception  $10,000 Exclusive Boehringer 
Ingelhiem

Start influencing the future generation of DVMs by sponsoring the DVM student 
reception, a well-attended and highly-anticipated event.

Entertainment  
(Sunday Night)

Call for      
Details Exclusive Hill's Pet 

Nutrition WVC, with input from the sponsor will provide high-quality entertainment for participants.

Exhibit Hall Mixer  $5,000 Non Exclusive Various Attract participants to your booth with drink tickets and branded beer and wine cozies.

Exhibit Hall  
Rocking Chairs  $10,000 Exclusive Elanco Participants need a break! Display your logo on the Exhibit Hall rocking chairs  

and hear their sigh of relief.

Goodnight Kisses  $15,000 Exclusive Royal Canin
Have your message be the last thing participants see before they go to sleep.  
Chocolate kisses will be delivered to participant hotel rooms along with a  
branded, personal note or invitation. One night only (Sponsor’s choice).  

Highlights Brochure  $25,000 Exclusive Elanco
Over 60,000 Highlights brochures are sent to past, present and potential  
Conference participants before the end of early bird registration.  
You will have cover logo placement and exclusive ad space.

The WVC Annual Conference is among the most highly anticipated events in the veterinary community. It has 
become an industry institution – a place where the best and brightest congregate for five days every year. 
It’s where the latest breakthroughs are announced, the most innovative techniques are shared, and lasting 
connections are made. What’s more, it all takes place in Las Vegas, the entertainment capital of the world.

In 2016, WVC welcomed over 9,400 VETERINARY PROFESSIONALS (which included 6,285 veterinarians) to 
select from more than 1,000 CE hours and explore one of the largest Exhibit Halls featuring 500+ companies. 

The WVC Annual Conference is an opportunity to position your brand among the best in the profession and 
take advantage of unique, customized opportunities to showcase your company, products or services.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
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Sponsorship Item Amount Status 2016 
Sponsor Description

Hotel Room Key Card Call for      
Details Exclusive IDEXX Branded key cards handed out to all participants staying at Mandalay Bay and Delano hotels.

General Session Call for      
Details Exclusive New A special general session is planned for 2017, ask for details.

Lanyard Call for      
Details Exclusive Elanco As the exclusive sponsor of the lanyard, your logo will be seen by every participant 

throughout the conference.

Luggage  
Storage Service $5,000 Exclusive Open Extended for the entire week in 2017, the luggage storage area is visited by  

the majority of participants. Display your signage prominently here. 

New Product Showcase $1,500 Non Exclusive Various A unique display area located in a new space inside the Exhibit Hall. It’s the perfect 
environment for your newest and hottest products to be seen by Conference participants. 

Notebook and Pen Call for      
Details Exclusive Boehringer 

Ingelhiem High-quality, dual branded pen and notebook for participants, fervently used for note taking.

Premium Water Service 
(Exhibit Hall)

 $25,000 
(per day) Exclusive Open Nothing goes over better at a Conference than fresh premium water.  

Your branding will be wrapped around each water station.

Premium Water Service 
(Foyer L2 & L3)

 $25,000 
(per day) Exclusive Open Nothing goes over better at a Conference than fresh premium water.  

Your branding will be wrapped around each water station.

Conference Program Call for      
Details Exclusive Open

The Program is the conference bible and includes detailed information about speakers, 
sessions, activities, services, social events, the Exhibit Hall listings and map, and more. 
Participants read the Program from beginning to end, and WVC receives requests for digital 
versions up until the end of the year.

Quick Guide Call for      
Details Exclusive Open

The Quick Guide is a compact booklet with all session and services details to assist 
participants in getting around. It includes a map of Mandalay Bay and your  
exclusive ad on the back cover.

Room Drops  $15,000 Non Exclusive IDEXX,  
Virbac

Arrange a special delivery to participants: Your branded, personal gift and/or message 
will be delivered to WVC participants at Mandalay Bay and Delano hotels.

Survival Kit  $25,000 Exclusive Nationwide Participants love custom survival kits! Branded kits include items such as Band-Aids, 
aspirin, antiseptic, and other “survival” goods.

Technician Fair  $15,000 Non Exclusive  
(4 sponsors) Open Support Veterinary Technicians and expose your brand to the people who run the clinics.

Technician Lounge F&B  $4,000 Exclusive NAVTA Give the Techs a break and provide food and beverages in the Technician Lounge.

Technician Reception  $20,000 Non Exclusive 
(3 sponsors) Open

Be the hero who shows the Techs a good time at everyone's favorite venue:  
Stoney's Rockin' Country. Branding opportunities abound including bus drops,  
signage at the venue, Highlights brochure, Program and Quick Guide.

Water Bottle Call for      
Details Exclusive Elanco Your branded bottle will be placed in each conference bag.

WiFi /Internet Access Call for      
Details Exclusive Merial

Provide access to the Internet at Mandalay Bay Convention Center, Levels 2 & 3.  
This includes all of the meeting rooms and foyer areas.  
(WiFi in the Exhibit Hall is not available.)

WVC-Connect  
Mobile App

Call for      
Details Exclusive Merial

WVC-Connect is a mobile app that puts the Conference in the palm of the participant's 
hand. Participants are able to review sessions, build a custom schedule, learn about 
exhibitors, navigate the show floor, and much more. WVC uses this as a tool to push 
key messages during the conference. Reach participants digitally with WVC-Connect.

WVC-TV Call for       
Details Exclusive Zoetis WVC-TV plays at various locations at Mandalay Bay Convention Center as well as streaming 

live from WVC's Learning Library. Participants catch up on sessions throughout the day.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
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LEVELS ARE DEFINED AND CALCULATED BASED ON DIRECT AND INDIRECT SPONSORSHIP

CONTACT

`` Direct sponsorships are funds provided by Exhibitors as direct support for specific WVC events  
or services benefiting attendees. (Ex: Bus service, charging stations, session tracks)

`` Indirect sponsorships are events or services that occur at WVC but are provided directly by the 
sponsor to the attendees. (Ex: Dollars spent on Industry Breakfast/Lunch Seminars, and Cyber Café)

`` Sponsoring companies receive priority points. Priority points are important when selecting exhibit hall 
space and provides the sponsor the ability to receive priority when applying for symposia and other 
events. Sponsors receive two (2) priority points for every $500 spent on sponsorships.

`` WVC reserves the right to review and approve all sponsorship items before they are released to attendees.

`` Sponsorship payment will be due and payable no later than 30 days from receipt of invoice.

`` Sponsor may cancel the Sponsorship Order in writing;  
however, sponsor agrees to the following refund schedule:

ANNUAL CONFERENCE:
`` 90% Refund = 91–120 days before the first day of the Conference
`` 75% Refund = 61–90 days before the first day of the Conference
`` 50% Refund = 31–60 days before the first day of the Conference
`` No Refund = less than 30 days before the first day of the Conference

Please refer to the WVC Sponsorship Agreement for more information on requirements and limitations.
2016 Sponsors will receive the right of first refusal of the same previously sponsored item at the next 
Annual Conference. Therefore, the 2016 Sponsors must contact WVC to reserve or renew previously 
sponsored items by July 1, 2016.

Note: Payment and refund terms may be different for sponsorship and advertising items outside of the Annual Conference.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

PLATINUM
$250,000 

& Up

GOLD
$100,000– 
$249,999

SILVER
$50,000– 
$99,999

BRONZE
$25,000– 
$49,999

EXECUTIVE
$10,000– 
$24,999

GENERAL
$10,000 
& Under

WVC
2425 E. Oquendo Road
Las Vegas, NV 89120

Michele Wayne
Business  
Development Specialist
E: m.wayne@wvc.org
T: 702.443.9234

Joel Altman
Exhibits Director
E: j.altman@wvc.org
T: 702.443.9243

Janis Knoetzel
Director of Education
E: j.knoetzel@wvc.org
T: 702.443.9233

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS



Complimentary Item Estimated 
Value

Platinum
$250,000 

& up

Gold
$100,000 

- $249,999

Silver
$50,000 - 
$99,999

Bronze
$25,000 - 
$49,999

Executive
$10,000 - 
$24,999

General
Up to 

$10,000
Attendee Mailing List (1)  
(ONE TIME USE ONLY) $1,250 • • • • •

Complimentary Registration (with CE) $445 5 4 3 2

Conference Bag Insert $2,500 •

Digital Recognition  
(Online Learning Platform,  
WVC-TV, Video Wall, Website)

$800 • • • • • •

Exhibit Hall Meeting Room (10 x 20) $1,410 •

Exhibitor Priority Points 2 pt./$500 • • • • • •

Hotel Suite (1)  
Up to 5 Nights at $600 per Night Max $3,000 •

Lead Retrieval Units (2) $750 •

Limousine Service  
(Round Trip - A/P - Hotel) $100 •

Meter Board $5,000 •

Presidents Reception Tickets $100 6 4 3 2 1

Recognition on WVC Website, Quick 
Guide, Final Program,  
Conference Banners, Meterboard,  
WVC-Connect

$2,000 • • • • • •

Signage for Sponsored Events $200 • • • • • •

Sponsor Ribbons for  
Company Representatives N/A • • • • • •

A commercial (up to 3 minutes)  
to be played on WVC-TV $2,300 •

WVC-TV Exhibit Hall Interview $1,250 •

SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS
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Sponsorship Item Amount Status 2016 Sponsor

Banner Ad on Annual Conference Promotional Email – Conditions apply  $1,000 Non Exclusive Open

Conference Bag Insert  $2,500 Non Exclusive Open

Column Clings  $3,000 Non Exclusive Open

Elevator Door Wraps L2 (2 doors) and L3 (2 doors)  $10,000 Exclusive Idexx

Escalator Cling L1 – L2 (Center)  $10,000 Exclusive Zoetis

Escalator Cling L1 – L2 (2x Sides)  $5,000 Exclusive Zoetis

Escalator Cling L1– L2 (8x Rail, price is for 2x Rail)  $10,000 Exclusive New

Escalator Cling L2 – L3 (Center)  $8,000 Exclusive Boehringer Ingelheim

Escalator Cling L2 – L3 (2x Sides)  $4,000 Exclusive Boehringer Ingelheim

Escalator Cling L2 – L3 (8x Rail, price is for 2x Rail)  $10,000 Exclusive New

Escalator Cling S1 – S2 (Center)  $8,000 Exclusive Abaxis

Escalator Cling S1 – S2 (2x Sides)  $4,000 Exclusive Abaxis

Escalator Cling S1 – S2 (8x Rail, price is for 2x Rail)  $10,000 Exclusive New

Exhibit Hall Banner (15’ x 15’)  $5,000 Non Exclusive Open

Exhibit Hall Rotating Kiosk  $5,000 Non Exclusive Open

Exterior Banners TBD Exclusive New

Flagpole – Outside at bus pickup and drop off  $7,000 Exclusive Open

Foyer Banners  $7,500 Non Exclusive Open

Gobo Projection on Escalator Wall L1 – L2  $7,500 Non Exclusive Elanco, Zoetis

Gobo Projection on Escalator Wall L2 – L3  $5,000 Non Exclusive Open

L2 Foyer Rotating Kiosk  $10,000 Exclusive Elanco

L2 Wall Cling (2)  $7,000 Non Exclusive Zoetis

Mandalay Bay Digital Marquee – Outside Convention Center  $20,000 Non Exclusive (per day) Open

Mandalay Bay Projection Wall  $20,000 Non Exclusive (per day) Elanco, Zoetis

Meter Board - Single or Double Sided  $5,000 Non Exclusive Various

Participant Email – This opportunity is open to  
PLATINUM Industry Seminar/Symposium sponsors only  $5,000 Non Exclusive Open

Table Tents in Exhibit Hall  $5,000 Exclusive Open

Wall Cling at Shark Reef – Outside at bus pickup and drop off  $10,000 Exclusive Bayer

Wall Cling at Walkway from Starbucks  Call for Details Exclusive Open

Stand-alone advertising opportunities are offered to allow Exhibitors to drive traffic to their booth and 
increase their exposure at the Conference. Advertising spend is not considered sponsorship and does not 
count toward priority points. Advertising opportunities are available to exhibiting companies only.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
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Size Rates (4/C) 
Exhibit Hall Floor Plan (pullout)      $19,000 

``  Banner ad placed at the bottom of the Exhibit Hall floor plan,  
your booth highlighted on the floor plan, and a full-page  
4-color ad placed before or after the floor plan pullout. 

Center Spread      $16,000

Bookmark (Advertiser will supply creative)      $15,000 

`` Includes one full-page, 4/color ad to be  
placed run-of-book

Back Cover      $15,000

Inside Front Cover      $12,000

Inside Back Cover      $12,000

Front of Tab (4 Available)      $10,000

Across from Table of Contents      $10,000

Size     Rates (4/C)  Rates (B/W)*
Full Page (Bleed/Non-bleed)   $8,000   $6,000
1/2 Page (Horizontal/Vertical)   $6,500   $5,000
1/4 Page     $4,500   $2,500

Please contact Michele Wayne at m.wayne@wvc.org or  
702.443.9234 to request an order form or spec sheet. 
WVC reserves the right to preview all content prior to  
publishing and refuse service if content conflicts  
with WVC standards, policies, and/or ethics.

PREMIUM PLACEMENT (RATES INCLUDE 4-COLOR)

STANDARD PLACEMENT

CONFERENCE PROGRAM ADVERTISING
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The WVC Annual Conference is among the most highly anticipated events in the veterinary community. It has 
become an industry institution – a place where the best and brightest congregate for five days every year. 
It’s where the latest breakthroughs are announced, the most innovative techniques are shared, and lasting 
connections are made. What’s more, it all takes place in Las Vegas, the entertainment capital of the world.

In 2016, WVC welcomed over 9,400 veterinary professionals to select from more than 1,000 CE hours and 
explore one of the largest Exhibit Halls featuring 500+ companies. 

The WVC Annual Conference is an opportunity to position your brand among the best in the profession and 
take advantage of unique, customized opportunities to showcase your company, products or services.

Educational sponsorship provides a unique opportunity for companies to tailor the educational  
experience and speak directly to participants. 

WVC offers a select number of CE hours each year to sponsors, but maintains over 900 hours of  
non-sponsored content. Select from industry lunches, to symposia to track sponsorship, and much more.

“This (2016) is my first trip to WVC. I have nothing but great things to say. 
Learning sessions were very informative, useful and practical. The entire 
conference was very well organized. There was always somebody to help  

and all staff members were extremely friendly. The extracurricular activities 
were a nice added touch. I will highly recommend this conference to  

other team members and hope to return again next year.”

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM OPPORTUNITIES
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Workshop

Avian & Exotics Program 
(40 hours)

Hands-on Lab 
(Exclusive)

Equine Program 
(48 hours)

Hands-on Lab 
(Equipment/Supplies)

Food Animal Program 
(52 hours) Industry Breakfast Seminar

Practice Management Program 
(76 hours) Industry Lunch Seminar

Veterinary Technician Program 
(78 hours) Lunch & Learn

Special Program 
(4 hours)

Program/Symposium 
Refreshments

Affiliate Program 
(4 hours)

Learning Lounge 
(Inside Exhibit Hall)

Symposium Audio Recording

Symposium Webcast Podcast

Reservations for educational sponsorships are due by August 1, 2016. Cost for sponsorship opportunities 
varies depending on overall conference support. Preferred pricing will be given to Platinum Sponsors. 
Please contact Janis Knoetzel for more information.

Janis Knoetzel
Director of Education
E: j.knoetzel@wvc.org
T: 702.443.9233

CONFERENCE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
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Learn and practice the latest medical techniques with 
guidance from the most in-demand instructors, at the 
state-of-the-art Oquendo Center. From ultrasound 
to endoscopy, dentistry and orthopedic surgery, WVC 
offers more than 30 courses throughout the year.

PARTICIPANTS  
expected in 2016

OPPORTUNITIES

1. Surgery OR

2. Second Floor 
Features multipurpose 
rooms seating up to 336,  
an executive boardroom  
and hospitality suite.

3. Surgery Prep

4. A Grand Entrance, 
Lounge or  
Cocktail Area

5. 190-Seat Theater 

6. Dental Suite6

54
3

2

1

Branded Scrubs Hands-on Lab

Branded Surgical Caps Refreshment Breaks

Charging Stations Remote Surgical Broadcast

Course Bag Inserts Snack Cart

Course Bag Symposium Webcast

Lunch & Learn Presentations

WVC HANDS-ON YEAR-ROUND COURSES
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Learn and practice the latest medical techniques with guidance from the most in-demand instructors, at 
the state-of-the-art Oquendo Center, in Las Vegas, NV, only minutes from the Strip. From Basic Abdominal 
Ultrasound to Advanced Fracture Repair, WVC offers more than 30 courses throughout the year tailored to 
your needs and ability. Come to Las Vegas and learn a new skill you can use in your practice immediately.

"WVC’s Oquendo Center is hands-down the #1 teaching and learning 
environment for veterinary professionals. They are able to recreate a true 

operating room environment, which is something I haven’t experienced at any 
other facility. Teaching here is a dream, and I know the participants have a truly 

engaging and interactive learning experience that they will never forget."

Dr. Brian Beale
WVC Hands-on Lab Instructor

WVC HANDS-ON YEAR-ROUND COURSES
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Dates Course Title CE Lead  Instructor

Apr 1-3 Minimally Invasive Joint Surgery & Arthroscopy 24 Brian Beale 
DVM, DACVS

Apr 17-18 Practical Orthopedics of the Pelvic Limb 16 Walter Renberg 
DVM, MS, DACVS

Apr 21-23 Intermediate Abdominal Ultrasound 24 Anthony Pease 
DVM, MS, DACVR

Apr 24-25 Reconstructive Surgery: Management of Problem Defects 16 Michael Pavletic 
DVM, DACVS

Apr 28 - May 1 Flexible & Rigid Endoscopy 32 Todd Tams 
DVM, DACVIM (SAIM)

May 15-16 Core Surgery Procedures for the Small Animal GP 16 Don Waldron 
DVM, DACVS

May 22-24 Canine Sports Medicine, Rehabilitation, & Regenerative Medicine 24 Sherman Canapp 
DVM, MS, DACVS, DACVSMR

Jun 3-4 Top Ten Surgical Procedures 16 Don Waldron 
DVM, DACVS

Jun 9-11 Comprehensive Surgical Management of Stifle Disease 24 Brian Beale 
DVM, DACVS

Jul 28-29 Fracture Repair in Toy Breed Dogs & Cats 16 Brian Beale 
DVM, DACVS

Jul 30 - Aug 2 Flexible & Rigid Endoscopy 32 Todd Tams 
DVM, DACVIM (SAIM)

Aug 28-30 Practical Techniques in Soft Tissue & Orthopedic Surgery 20 Howard Seim 
DVM, DAVCS

Sep 9-11 Advanced Spinal Surgery 20 Howard Seim 
DVM, MS

Sep 29 - Oct 1 Intensive Abdominal Ultrasound 24 Anthony Pease 
DVM, MS, DACVR

Sep 30 - Oct 1 Core Surgery Procedures for the Small Animal GP 16 Don Waldron 
DVM, DACVS

Oct 3-4 Emergency Procedures for the General Practitioner 16 Sean Smarick 
VMD

Oct 23-24 Tibial Plateau Leveling Osteotomy 16 Brian Beale 
DVM, DACVS

Nov 3-5 Principles of Fracture Repair 24 Brian Beale 
DVM, DACVS

Nov 6-7 Ophthalmic Surgery for the General Practitioner: Surgery of the Eyelids & Orbit 16 Brian Beale 
DVM, DACVS

Nov 6-7 Advanced Fracture Repair 16 Brian Beale 
DVM, DACVS

Dec 11-12 Comprehensive Small Animal Dentistry 16 Brook Niemiec 
DVM, DAvdc

Courses subject to change.

2016 HANDS-ON YEAR-ROUND COURSE SCHEDULE
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ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
 WVC-TV exclusive sponsorship includes advertising opportunities in print and on-air, 
 as well as branding on the TV stands in all locations, and more.

Additional OPPORTUNITIES include:

• Provide your ad or message to  
run at least three times a day.

• WVC Exhibit Hall interview on  
topic of your choice; cut to a 60 
second spot to air on WVC-TV  
at least three times a day.

• Ticker Message of 25 words  
or less to run across the screen  
at least three times a day.  
Logo recognition included.

YOUR GUIDE TO WHAT’S ON WVC-TV

MARCH 6–10, 2016

MANDALAY BAY CONVENTION CENTER 

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Schedule conflicts?  Missed your favorite speaker?  WVC TV is the official 

broadcast of the WVC Annual Conference.  Catch the session you  

missed, or watch bonus content such as interviews, news,  

highlights, and daily updates about what’s on for the day. 

WVC TV is available throughout the Mandalay Bay  

Convention Center, see what’s on!

Sponsored by

YOUR GUIDE TO WHAT’S ON WVC-TVMARCH 6–10, 2016MANDALAY BAY CONVENTION CENTER LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Schedule conflicts?  Missed your favorite speaker?  WVC TV is the official 
broadcast of the WVC Annual Conference.  Catch the session you  
missed, or watch bonus content such as interviews, news,  
highlights, and daily updates about what’s on for the day. WVC TV is available throughout the Mandalay Bay  Convention Center, see what’s on!

Sponsored by

WVC-TV

WVC-TV is the exclusive broadcast of the WVC Annual Conference. Programming runs throughout  
the conference and includes sessions, highlight reels, Exhibit Hall interviews and information on  
conference events and services. 

Broadcast in the association booth, various TVs around the Convention Center, on WVC-Connect App,  
and the Learning Library. WVC-TV is viewable by all conference participants.
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BENEFITS

`` Exhibit Hall interview

`` Four hours of recording of sponsored education pending speaker approval. Additional benefits will     
apply.

`` Exhibit Hall broadcast from the sponsor’s booth (up to 3 sessions) M/T/W 30-90 sec

`` Broadcast your commercial during breaks -  
Sponsor may submit up to 3 commercials (60 sec) for rotation during breaks  
(All videos must be approved by WVC. Airtime and frequency will be determined by WVC.)

`` Branded TV display units throughout the Convention Center

`` WVC-TV Guide
`` Front cover sponsor recognition (logo)
`` Full page back cover advertisement
`` 2,500 Distribution at the Conference
`` Online download also available at wvc.org and Learning Library

`` Ticker message (played at least 3x daily)

`` WVC-TV is brought to you by message aired multiple times daily

`` Lower 3rd logo recognition

`` Pre-conference marketing promotion
`` Print advertising
`` Digital advertising
`` Email campaign to nearly 60,000 veterinary professionals
`` Website acknowledgement - logo with an active link to  

sponsor’s website, landing page or advertisement
`` Social media recognition

FEE: $75,000
DESCRIPTION:   
WVC-TV airs a live stream of select sessions presented during the Annual Conference. Broadcasting 
to an audience of potentially 15,000 viewers through WVC’s Learning Library, WVC-TV is viewable from 
any computer or mobile device with Internet, as well as the WVC-Connect mobile app, and television 
displays available throughout the Convention Center and Exhibit Hall. As the sponsor, you will have the 
ability to get in front of attendees with this up-close advertising and branding opportunity that showcase 
scientific program sessions, events, conference highlights, and more. WVC-TV target audiences include 
veterinarians, veterinary technicians, administrative staff, and other industry professionals.

EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS OF WVC-TV SPONSORSHIP

Website Sponsor 
Recognition

Collateral Materials 
Sponsor Recognition

Priority Points Toward 
Sponsorship Ranking

Right of First  
Refusal Next Year

2017 WVC-TV SPONSORSHIP
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WVC 89th ANNUAL CONFERENCE LOGO OPTIONS

.75”

HORIZONTAL OPTION

HORIZONTAL OPTION 1

HORIZONTAL OPTION 2

VERTICAL OPTION

VERTICAL OPTION 1

VERTICAL OPTION 2

There are six different variations of the WVC 89th Annual 
Conference logo available for general use. Two of these 
versions contain the WVC block logo and the "89th 
Annual Conference" designation, the other four also have 
a designation for the date and the location of the WVC 
Conference. The minimum size at which each of these 
logos can be used is shown to the right. The block logo (not 
including the TM) within the lockup must be at least .75" 
wide in all applications. 

When refering to the WVC Conference in text-only format 
please use ONLY the following terminology:

`` WVC 89th Annual Conference
`` WVC Annual Conference
`` WVC Conference

WVC 89th ANNUAL CONFERENCE LOGO (WITH ADDITIONAL INFO) OPTIONS

LOGO USAGE & GUIDELINES

WVC CONFERENCE LOGO USAGE & GUIDELINES



THANK YOU
Your partnership allows us to provide the 
veterinary community with accessible, 
immersive and practical educational 
experiences. Together we play a vital  
role in improving patient care and  
advancing careers and pract ices.

2425 E. Oquendo Rd.
Las Vegas, NV 89120

wvc.org


